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In this paper, I discuss metadata extraction technology for sensor databases by time-space-direction

algebra in an ubiquitous environment. A time-space-direction algebra is a mathematical formula describing

physical and electronic objects with temporal, spatial, and directional features in an ubiquitous environ-

ment. It enables us to describe the behavior of both physical and electronic objects in such an environment.

The first characteristic feature of this metadata extraction technology is its capacity to describe behavior

and reduce computational complexity. The second feature is that inclusion of the directions enhances the

precision of the metadata extracted. In this paper I describe the feasibility and e#ectiveness of such

metadata extraction by experimental means.
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1. Introduction

In the field of ubiquitous computing and con-

text awareness computing, various sensor net-

works and their applications2), 5), 6), 8), 14) are de-

signed and implemented. There are also several

proposals for supporting ubiquitous sensor

networks7), 12). These sensor networks include but

are not limited to GPS (Global Positioning Sys-

tem) and RFID (Radio Frequency Identifica-

tion), IR (infra-red) tags and produce data se-

quences which include time and space informa-

tion.

Another time and space information extraction

technology is video analysis. Video analysis en-

ables the extraction of metadata sequences for

target objects including elements of time and

space of such objects are moving (e.g.10)).

Integration of temporal and spatial features

with normalizations for the time and space infor-

mation improves descriptive of all object behav-

ior.

The definition of sequences for these normal-

ized metadata enables the description and opera-

tion of complex behavior of objects in an ubiqui-

tous environment.

In spite of time and space information being

normalized, there is a certain semantic gap be-

tween the time space sequence and actual move-

ment of humans and other objects. For example,

when one human stands close to another, some-

times it is di$cult to determine whether they are

conversing based solely upon information regard-

ing their detected location. The detection of

directions, however, will diminish the gap be-

tween the physical situation and semantics.

Physical and electronic traceability and ac-

countability are required by SOX laws21) (and

also proposed Japanese SOX laws). The impor-

tance of internal control of organizations will be

higher. In addition to traceability and account-

ability in a single organization, interorganiza-

tional traceability and accountability will be fo-

cused on. Algebraic formulae improve traceability

and accountability for intraorganization and in-

ter-organization collaborative work thanks to im-

proved semantics for metadata extraction in an

ubiquitous environment. It is also important in

the sense of IT governance23).

In this paper, I discuss some applications of

time-space-direction algebra19) for various fields in

an ubiquitous environment. A time-space-direc-

tion algebra19) is a mathematical formula describ-

ing physical and electronic objects with temporal,

spatial, and directional features. It enables us to

describe the behavior of both physical and elec-

tronic objects.

Both temporal relationships1) and spatial

relationships4) between two objects have been pro-

posed. By adding direction and set-operators, a
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unified description formula has been defined as

time-space-direction algebra.

The main features of the approach are its capa-

bility to describe behavior, reduce computational

complexity, and by including the directions of

objects in metadata, enhance the precision of the

metadata extracted. Herein I demonstrate several

applications of the algebra for collaborative work.

2. Time-Space-Direction Algebra

In this section I review a Time-Space-Direction

Algebra19).

2.1 Data Structure

Firstly, the basic elements and the data

structure19) has been defined.

Every single physical and electronic object has

following basic elements:

�ID (an identifier of an object)

�Point 1 (x1, y1, z1: a spatial position an ob-

ject)

�Point 2 (x2, y2, z2: a direction of an object is

defined by a vector from Point 1 to Point 2)

�Timestamp (date and time)

Every single object is identified by ID. A

temporal feature of an object is described as

Timestamp. A spatial feature is expressed by

Point 1. A direction of an object is described by

the direction from Point 1 to Point 2. By Point 1

and Point 2, only the direction of the object is

described (distances between the two points have

no meaning). Normalization of the direction is

required according to the degree of precision on

directions for applications of this model.

Data structure “tuple” for describing a snap-

shot of an object is as follows:

(ID, x1, y1, z1, x2, y2, z2, t)

Data structure “sequence” for describing be-

haviors of objects with temporal, spatial, and di-

rectional features as a sequence is:

(ID, x11, y11, z11, x21, y21, z21, t1),

(ID, x12, y12, z12, x22, y22, z22, t2),

. . . ,

(ID, x1n, y1n, z1n, x2n, y2n, z2n, tn)

This data structure “sequence” is ordered sets

of coordinates (x1i, y1i, z1i) and relative direction

to (x2i, y2i, z2i) of ID at the time tn.

2.2 Operators

The operators for Time-Space-Direction

Algebra19) has been defined.

�Temporal Comparison-Bi-Operators

�Spatial Comparison-Bi-Operators

�Arithmetic-Bi-Operators

�Uni-Operators

�Matching-Operators

Research papers1) and4) present temporal and

spatial relationships among two objects.

By adding direction and set-operators, uni- fied

description form has been defined as time-space-

direction algebra. Arithmetic-bioperators, uni-

operators, matching-operators have been de-

signed.

2.2.1 Temporal Comparison-Bi-Operators

The temporal relationship1) has been used for

temporal compare-bi-operators (operators for

comparing two objects) for temporal aspects (Fig

1).

�beforet: returns true when the one sequence

occurs before the other sequence.

�aftert: returns true when the one sequence

occurs after the other sequence.

�duringt: returns true when the one sequence

occurs during the other sequence.

�containst: returns true when the temporal

range of the one sequence contains the range

of the other sequence.

�overlapst: returns true when the temporal

range of the one sequence overlaps the range

of the other sequence.

�overlappedbyt: returns true when the tempo-

ral range of the one sequence is overlapped

by the range of the other sequence.

�meetst: returns true when the temporal range

of the one sequence meets the range of the

other sequence (the end point of the one

Fig. 1 Temporal operators (a) and spatial

operators (b) in time-space-direction

Algebra using temporal1) and spatial4)

relations
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sequence equals the start point of the range

of the other one).

�metbyt: returns true when the temporal range

of the one sequence is met by the range of the

other sequence (the start point of the one

sequence equals the end point of the range of

the other one).

�startst: returns true when the one sequence

starts with the other sequence.

�startedbyt: returns true when the one se-

quence is started by the other sequence.

�finishest: returns true when the one sequence

finishes with the other sequence.

�finishedbyt: returns true when the one se-

quence is finished by the other sequence.

�equalst: returns true when the one sequence

equals the other sequence.

These operators satisfy a distributive property

and a associative property (basic mathematical

properties or rules). They do not satisfy a com-

mutative property. Only the operator equalst

satisfy commutative property.

2.2.2 Spatial Comparison-Bi-Operators

The spatial relationship4) has been used for

spatial compare-bi-operators (operators for com-

paring two objects) for spatial aspects (Fig 1).

�disjoints: returns true when the one sequence

and the other sequence are disjoint.

�containss: returns true when the one sequence

contains completely the other sequence.

�insides: returns true when the one sequence is

inside of the other sequence.

�equals: returns true when the one sequence

equals the other sequence.

�meetss: returns true when the one sequence

touches to the other sequence. (the trajec-

tory of the one sequence touches to the other

one of the other sequence)

�coverss: returns true when the one sequence

covers and touches the other sequence.

�coveredbys: returns true when the one se-

quence is covered and touched by the other

sequence.

�overlapss: returns true when the one sequence

overlaps the other sequence.

These operators satisfy a distributive property

and a associative property. Only the operators

�equalss,� �disjoints,� �meetss,� and �overlapss�
satisfy commutative property. The other opera-

tors do not satisfy a commutative property.

2.2.3 Arithmetic-Bi-Operators

Operators above (temporal comparison-

bioperators and spatial comparison-bi-operators)

are based on research papers1) and4) which present

temporal and spatial relationships among two ob-

jects.

By adding direction and set-operators, a uni-

fied description formula has been defined as time-

space-direction algebra. Arithmetic-bioperators,

uni-operators, matching-operators have been de-

signed. The arithmetic-bi-operators for sequences

of objects have been defined as follows.

�addt (ort): outputs one sequence added tem-

porally to the other sequence. This is corre-

sponding to logical OR operator.

�di#erencet: outputs temporal di#erence be-

tween the one sequence and the other se-

quence.

�multt (andt): outputs temporally equal part

of one sequence and the other sequence. This

is corresponding to logical AND operator.

�divisiont: outputs temporal corresponding

part of the one sequence by the other se-

quence, like division in relational algebra3).

�adds (ors): outputs the one sequence of the

one sequence added spatially to the other

sequence. (outputs the sequence generated

from the one area of the one sequence added

spatially to the other area of the other se-

quence)

�di#erences: outputs spatial di#erence between

the one sequence and the other sequence.

�mults (ands): outputs spatially equal part of

one sequence and the other sequence.

�divisions: outputs spatial corresponding part

of the one sequence by the other sequence.

These operators satisfy a distributive property

and a associative property. The operators �addt,�
�adds,� �multt� and �mults� satisfy a commuta-

tive property. The operators �di#erencet,�
�di#erences,� �divisiont� and �divisions� do not

satisfy commutative property.

2.2.4 Uni-Operators

The uni-operators for sequences of objects have

been defined as follows.

�nott: returns all other objects except the ob-

ject temporally.

�nots: returns all other objects except the ob-

ject spatially.

�not: returns all objects except the object.

�reverse: returns the objects (sequence) in re-
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verse order.

2.2.5 Matching Operators

The matching-operators have been defined as

follows.

�strict�match: returns true when the one se-

quence matches strictly to the other sequence

�match�with�temporal�quantization: returns

true when the one sequence matches to the

other sequence with temporal quantization

(matches with temporal ambiguity)

�match � with � spatial � quantization: returns

true when the one sequence matches to the

other sequence with spatial quantization

(matches with spatial ambiguity)

�match�with�ID�quantization: returns true

when the one sequence matches to the other

sequence with ID quantization (matches

from the viewpoint of only temporal, spatial

and directional features)

3. An Application for Automatic Metadata Ex-

traction in Ubiquitous Meeting Environment

In this section, I discuss an application for

automatic metadata extraction in an ubiquitous

meeting environment.

As an ubiquitous environment, I have used

experimental environment that we can obtain

temporal, spatial and directional values, by multi-

ple sensor network as shown in Fig. 2.

The automatic and immediate metadata extrac-

tion method by heterogeneous sensors for meeting

video streams18) has been already proposed.

The main feature of the model (described in

Section 2) in comparison with previous work18) is

following two points. The first one is the descrip-

tion capability to describe behavior and reduction

of computational complexity.

The second feature is that inclusion of the

directions enhances the precision of the metadata

extracted.

I show several applications of the algebra for

collaborative work.

An ubiquitous environment (Figure 4) has

been set up for this application. An automatic

metadata extraction system by the algebra (Sec-

tion 2) has been implemented shown in Figure 3.

Locations of objects (people, a whiteboard, a

chair) are detected by location sensors9). A direc-

tion of an object is captured by two location

sensors for each object.

The process of automatic metadata extraction

consists following four steps18):

�Step-1: Sensor Identification

�Step-2: Sensor Data with Time Stamping

�Step-3: Generation of Metadata

�Step-4: Storage for Metadata

The algebra is applied to Step-3. In this step,

sensor data and the sensor-metadata database

(given semantics for combinations of heterogene-

ous sensors) is compared. Metadata is output by

metadata manager in Fig. 3 when sensor data and

any entries of the sensor-metadata database are

matched.

Sensor data with synchronization by time

stamping and the sensor-metadata database

(given semantics for combinations of heterogene-

ous sensors, Fig. 3) is compared. And metadata is

output when sensor data and any entries of the

sensor-metadata database are matched.

3.1 Conflict Resolution

When the sensor-metadata database (Fig. 3)

has been built, there may exist conflict among sets

for combinations of sensors data and correspond-

ing metadata. The conflict resolution engine has

been included for this problem. Following con-

flict resolutions has been designed.

�temporal conflict resolutions (when more

than two entries with same ID, temporal

features, and inconsistent metadata in the

sensor-metadata database (Fig. 3), the con-

flict resolution engine (Fig. 3) detects and

notifies them.

�spatial conflict resolutions (when more than

two entries with same ID, spatial features,

and inconsistent metadata in the sensor-

metadata database, the conflict resolution en-

gine detects and notifies them.

Fig. 2 An overview of environment for the

algebra
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4. Experiment

4.1 Overview

To clarify the feasibility of the Time-Space-

Direction Algebra, experiments19), 20) have been

performed for the application of metadata extrac-

tion on meetings in an ubiquitous environment.

4.2 Experimental Environment

We have many proposals for sensor network in

ubiquitous environment9), 11), 13) for collaborative

work in an ubiquitous environment.

The collaborative work room11) (Fig. 4) and

automatic metadata extraction system by the alge-

bra (Section 2) have been built shown in Fig. 3.

4.3 Experiment 1: Feasibility of Arithmetic Op-

erators

I consider the situation that two people A and B

are approaching to the whiteboard H.

Various conditions in the situation can be de-

scribed by using the algebra.

Whiteboard H (stable), A’s approach to H, and

B’s approach to H can be described as follows:

�seq100�(H, 2.0, 0, 0, 0.0, 0, 0, 15 : 00 : 00),

(H, 2.0, 0, 0, 0.0, 0, 0, 15 : 00 : 01), . . . , (H,

2.0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 15 : 00 : 11)

�seq101�(A, 0.0, 0, 0, 0.1, 0, 0, 15 : 00 : 00),

(A, 0.1, 0, 0, 0.2, 0, 0, 15 : 00 : 01), . . . , (A,

1.1, 0, 0, 1.2, 0, 0, 15 : 00 : 11)

�seq102�(B, 4.0, 0, 0, 3.9, 0, 0, 15 : 00 : 00),

(B, 3.9, 0, 0, 3.8, 0, 0, 15 : 00 : 01), . . . , (B,

2.9, 0, 0, 2.8, 0, 0, 15 : 00 : 11)

By using these descriptions, these various con-

ditions can be expressed:

�seq101: A is approaching to H

�seq102: B is approaching to H

�seq101 adds seq102: someone is approaching

to H

�seq101 di#erences seq102: someone is walking

in the area of A’s walk except B’s walking

area

This experiment shows the feasibility of the

Arithmetic Operators.

4.4 Experiment 2: E#ective Metadata Extrac-

tion with Direction Recognition for Collabora-

tive Work

I consider the situation that two people A and B

are discussing with whiteboard H and a chair C.

Various conditions in the situation can be de-

scribed such as sitting side by side, standing in

front of the whiteboard, sitting at the chairs by

whiteboard.

By using the application described in Section 3,

when any other people (including A and B) are

moving in this room, we can immediately obtain

these metadata stored in Sensor-Metadata Data-

base in advance.

�((A, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 00 : 00 : 00), (A, 1, 0, 0,

2, 0, 0, 00 : 00 : 01)) meets ((B, 2, 0, 0, 1, 0,

0, 00 : 00 : 00) (B, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 00 : 00 :

01)) : face-to-face

�(((A, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 00 : 00 : 00), (A, 1, 0, 0,

2, 0, 0, 00 : 00 : 01)) meets ((B, 0, 1, 0, 1, 1,

0, 00 : 00 : 00), (B, 1, 1, 0, 2, 1, 0, 00 : 00 :

Fig. 3 System overview for an application of

time-space-direction algebra for meta-

data extraction in ubiquitous environ-

ment

Fig. 4 Environment for an application of

time-space-direction algebra for meta-

data extraction in ubiquitous environ-

ment
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01))) meets ((C, 0, 0.5, 0, 1, 0.5, 0, 00 : 00 :

00), (C, 0, 0.5, 0, 1, 0.5, 0, 00 : 00 : 01)):

sitting side by side

�(((A, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 00 : 00 : 00), (A, 1, 0, 0,

2, 0, 0, 00 : 00 : 01)) meets ((B, 0, 1, 0, 1, 1,

0, 00 : 00 : 00), (B, 1, 1, 0, 2, 1, 0, 00 : 00 :

01))) meets ((H, 1, 0.5, 0, 0, 0.5, 0, 00 : 00 :

00), (H, 1, 0.5, 0, 0, 0.5, 0, 00 : 00 : 01)):

standing in front of the whiteboard

�((((A, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 00 : 00 : 00), (A, 1, 0,

0, 2, 0, 0, 00 : 00 : 01)) meets ((B, 0, 1, 0, 1,

1, 0, 00 : 00 : 00), (B, 1, 1, 0, 2, 1, 0, 00 : 00 :

01))) meets ((C, 0, 0.5, 0, 1, 0.5, 0, 00 : 00 :

00), (C, 0, 0.5, 0, 1, 0.5, 0, 00 : 00 : 01))))

meets ((H, 1, 0.5, 0, 0, 0.5, 0, 00 : 00 : 00),

(H, 1, 0.5, 0, 0, 0.5, 0, 00 : 00 : 01)): sitting at

the chairs by the whiteboard

This experiment shows the feasibility of includ-

ing the direction of the objects (people, a white-

board, a chairs) with the algebra.

4.5 Experiment 3: Feasibility of Algebra for Re-

duction of Computational Complexity

I consider the situation that two people A and B

are discussing near whiteboard H (Fig. 5).

One of semantically equivalent expressions can

be selected by the algebra for the suitable condi-

tion such as lower computational complexity.

When two people A and B are discussing near

the whiteboard H (Fig. 5), this situation can be

described as following expressions by the algebra

(distributive property):

�(A addss B) meets H

�(A meets H) adds (B meets H)

In this experiment, A, B and H are sequences

defined in advance. When two people A and B

have some spatial relationship, and A and B are at

the whiteboard H (Fig. 6). In this figure, the size

of circles has no meaning. This situation can be

described as following expressions by the algebra:

�((A contains B) mults H) adds ((A insides B)

mults H) adds ((A equals B) mults H) adds

((A meets B) mults H) adds ((A coverss B)

mults H)) adds ((A coverdbys B) mults H)

adds ((A overlapss B) mults H)

�((nots (A disjoints B)) mults H)

5. Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, I have discussed several applica-

tions of time-space-direction algebra for various

fields in ubiquitous environments. Time-space-

direction algebra is a mathematical formula useful

in describing physical and electronic objects with

temporal, spatial, and directional features in an

ubiquitous environment, enabling the description

of the behavior for physical and electronic objects

in an ubiquitous environment.

The main features of the approach are its ca-

pacity to describe behavior, reduce computational

complexity and, by including the directions of

objects in metadata enhance the precision ex-

tracted metadata.

By adding direction and set-operators to tempo-

ral relationships1) and spatial relationships4), a

unified description form has been defined as time-

space-direction algebra.

I have also discussed several applications of the

algebra employed for collaborative work, describ-

ing its feasibility in several experiments on intra-

organization collaborative work.

Future work will include expansion of the func-

tions for conflict resolution regarding the sensor-

metadata databases, performing the comparative

and quantitative analyses especially for division

operators.

Design and implementation of applications util-

izing time-space-direction algebra for interdisci-

plinary and inter-organization collaborative work

Fig. 5 Experiment 3: Feasibility of algebra for

reduction of computational complexity:

Case 1 (distributive property)

Fig. 6 Experiment 3: Feasibility of algebra for

reduction of computational complexity:

Case 2 (disjoint operator)
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are being contemplated as is the development of

applications to trace electronic media and health

care data with an eye towards improving our

ability to manage life in an increasingly compli-

cated world.
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